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Abstract: A Computational Fluid Dynamic study was carried out to match the measured outer ash
deposition rates associated with the combustion of petroleum coke (PC)–natural gas in AIR and
O2/CO2 (70/30 vol%, OXY70). The fly ash PSD associated with high-fixed-carbon, non-porous fuel
was estimated using a shrinking sphere burnout model and employed in conjunction with particle
kinetic energy (PKE), particle viscosity (µP), and a critical Weber-number-based capture criterion.
Deposition rate predictions were sensitive to the fly ash composition employed for estimating µP

due to the significant enrichment of Fe in the deposits. Predictions were insensitive to the specific
µP model formulation employed or whether the V2O5 in the ash was assumed to play the role of a
glass former or a glass modifier. OXY70 scenario impaction rates were significantly lower than the
measured deposition rates when the fly ash PSD associated with the AIR scenario was employed
in the calculations. This necessitated an ad hoc modification of the OXY70 fly ash PSD to a coarser
range to match the measurements and attributing it to agglomeration resulting from longer residence
times and higher temperatures. This shift in PSD was in line with AIR and OXY70 fly ash PSD
measurements reported previously.
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1. Introduction

Petroleum coke (PC) is a solid carbonaceous byproduct of the crude oil refining
process. In comparison to coal, PC has a higher heating value and lower ash content,
and can be cheaper. Despite these advantages, the combustion of PC as a standalone fuel
for energy production is challenging due to its poor flammability (attributed to its low
volatile content) that can result in unburned carbon in the exhaust, high sulfur content
that increases SOx emissions, and high concentrations of vanadium and nickel in its ash
that can result in fire-side corrosion issues [1]. The problem of high SOx emissions may
be addressed via innovative flue gas treatment technologies [2–4]. In addition, strategies
for the clean combustion of PC with in situ removal of both CO2 and SOx using CaO as
a sorbent has also been proposed [5]. As an alternative to the standalone combustion of
PC, its co-combustion with coal has also been explored in an attempt to address the low
volatility and flammability shortcomings. Furthermore, the presence of mineral species
such as SiO2 and CaO in coal ash along with any unburnt carbon have been hypothesized
to inhibit the formation of corrosive vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) [1]. Nevertheless, PC-coal
combustion on a commercial scale has proved to be challenging as summarized in Table 1
where issues related to blending PC with coal, difficulties in igniting PC unless it is finely
ground, and loss of ignition (LOI) are highlighted.
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Table 1. A summary of previous studies assessing the co-combustion characteristics of petroleum
coke with coal on a commercial scale.

References Summary

R. Pearce and J. Grusha [6]

PC co-firing with lignite and Powder River Basin coal (PRB) were evaluated in an 820 MW
lignite-fired unit. Effective mixing/blending of PC with other fuels in pulverizers can be
challenging. NOx emissions increased with PC in fuel, but the emission might be reduced
through selective staging of the combustion air. Lower ash content in PC improved furnace
surface cleanliness but resulted in lower firing zone temperatures and steam temperatures.

R.E. Conn et al. [7]

Fly ash loss of ignition (LOI) and NOx emissions were assessed in two 660 MW opposed-fired
units that fired PC, Colombian coal, and their blends. Fly ash LOI ranged from 18 to 25% when
the fuels were co-fired in the same burner/mills. However, LOI reduced to 12 to 15% when PC
and coal were fired in separate burners. PC was identified as a difficult fuel to ignite but not so
hard to burnout when finely ground.

J.C. Hower et al. [8]

The fly ash resulting from the co-combustion of a high Sulfur Illinois Basin coal and PC in a
444-MW power station were collected from an electrostatic precipitator array. Unburned PC
accounted for a large fraction of coarse particles (>25 µm). In contrast, V and Ni in the fly ash
were mostly found in the finer fly ash size fractions (<25 µm) suggesting their mobility during
the combustion process.

In an attempt to overcome the shortcomings (poor flammability, LOI, and low firing
zone temperatures), PC combustion in oxygen-enriched atmospheres has also been explored
as summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. A summary of previous studies assessing the combustion characteristics of PC under
oxygen-enriched conditions.

References Summary

C. Cain-Borgman [9]

A proprietary oxygen-based combustion technology that enabled the retrofit and conversion of
existing oil-fired utility boilers to allow the use of 100% petroleum coke as fuel was explored.
This involved the selective use of oxygen to stably and efficiently burn PC with a reduced
combustion residence time. The enabling technology also allowed the retention of most, if not
all, of the original furnace steaming capacity. Additionally, the amount of NOx produced in the
furnace was reduced.

Fan and Si [10] The ignition point, burnout temperature and burnout time significantly reduced in
oxygen-enriched oxidizer atmospheres (33%) across PC particles of difference sizes.

N. Yuzbasi and N. Selcuk [11]

Co-firing of PC with medium volatile bituminous coal and indigenous lignite was carried out in
fluidized bed combustion (FBC) in O2/N2 and O2/CO2 mixtures with oxygen concentrations
ranging from 21% to 30%. Higher oxygen concentrations resulted in higher weight loss rates,
lower ignition temperature, lower burnout temperature, and lower peak temperature.

Y. Wang et al. [12,13]

A total of 11 different fuels including PC were combusted in AIR and OXY70 (70 vol % O2 in
the oxidizer stream) in a 100 kW entrained combustor to measure their ash deposition rates
using a wall-temperature-controlled probe. While the outer deposition rates of PC were in
general lower than that of coal due to the lower ash content, the OXY70 conditions resulted in
significantly enhanced deposition rates (~4.7 times) in contrast to combustion in AIR.

In spite of the significant work that has been carried out to address ignition, and
burnout and heat transfer characteristics of PC as listed in Tables 1 and 2, a complete mech-
anistic understanding of ash deposition behavior during PC combustion is still missing and
is a void that this study attempts to address. In particular, the manuscript seeks answers to
the following questions:

1. Given the well-resolved particle size distribution (PSD) of the parent PC fuel, can
a constant density, shrinking sphere model (assuming no swelling) be employed
to describe the evolution of the PSD of the fly ash particles? This may be justified
given that PC generally lacks porosity and internal surface area [7]. Well-resolved
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fly ash PSD and velocity fields are critical to model particle impaction on a deposit
surface [14].

2. What is the appropriate criterion to use to model the capture of the impacting PC
fly ash particles? While various capture criteria for the fly ash originating from both
coal and biomass combustion have been reviewed extensively [15,16], their validity
to model PC fly ash capture has not been ascertained. In fact, in a recent study by
Fakourian et al. [17], two popular ash capture models (Kinetic energy stickiness model
(KESM) based on critical velocity and a melt fraction stickiness model (MFSM)) both
failed to predict the deposition rate of PC fly ash when employed in conjunction with
a plug flow assumption for the flow field. In lieu of these shortcomings, we explore
whether a well-resolved flow field near the deposit surface in conjunction with a
particle kinetic energy (PKE)–particle viscosity (µP)-based capture criterion can be
employed to accurately model the capture process.

These first two questions and our approach to addressing them were motivated by the
following observations: Wang et al. [12] found that when PC was co-fired with natural gas,
the ash deposits were significantly enriched in Fe in comparison to its content in the parent
fuel ash with the enrichment more pronounced in the OXY70 scenario as opposed to the
AIR scenario. The enhanced deposition rates observed in the OXY70 scenario (~4.7 times
compared to AIR) were attributed to the presence of the stickier (and therefore low µP)
Fe-rich deposit layer [18] in conjunction with lower gas velocities (low PKE) that reduced
the propensity of the impacting fly ash to bounce off. However, OXY70 scenarios by virtue
of longer residence times and higher gas temperatures can also promote agglomeration
of fly ash, thereby increasing their size and particle kinetic energy (PKE). This increase in
PKE can increase impaction rates as well as cause the impacting ash to bounce off. This has
been confirmed in our previous studies [19,20] where deposition rates in coal and coal-rice
husk blends were predicted using measured fly ash PSD data [21]. While the measured
deposition rate enhancement (between OXY70 and AIR) was predicted reasonably well, the
calculations also showed that the OXY70 scenarios in contrast to expectations had higher
impaction rates due to the coarser fly ash particles, and this was the primary reason for the
measured deposition rate variations. The capture efficiencies were in fact nearly identical
across the AIR and OXY70 scenarios.

3. Which are the appropriate models to use to estimate the density (ρ) and µP of PC
fly ash when employing the PKE–µP-based capture criterion? How sensitive are the
deposition rate predictions to the variations in these properties?

Both ρ and µP are dependent on the composition of the fly ash which may be consider-
ably different from the composition of the parent fuel ash. ρ increases with the mass fraction
of Fe2O3 in the fly ash [15], and various models for µP based on the fly ash composition
have been proposed [22,23]. However, depending on the temperature and composition, µP
predictions can differ by more than an order of magnitude among the models [19,20]. µP is
also a strong function of the gas temperature, and minor variations in gas temperature can
cause significant variations in deposition rate predictions when employing the PKE–µP-
based capture criterion as observed in our recent study in a full-scale boiler [24]. Further
compounding this issue is the fact that the constants in the Urbain et al. µP model [23,25],
for instance, are based on grouping the species in the molten ash as glass formers, glass
modifiers, or amphoterics. However, vanadium that is present in high concentrations in
PC fly ash may act either as a glass former or -modifier depending on its concentration,
thereby causing some variations in the predicted µP [26]. Therefore, the sensitivity of our
deposition rate predictions to gas temperature, particle density, model for µP, and the
compositions employed in the µP calculations (parent fuel ash, deposit ash, V2O5 as glass
former/modifier) are all explored in this study.

While pulverized fuel PC combustion systems are the focus of this study, the insights
and implications may yield valuable insights into other PC combustion scenarios as well.
For instance, the challenges in estimating µP of PC fly ash (albeit at temperatures higher
than those investigated in this study) were highlighted recently by D’Souza et al. [27],
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where modifications to the Kalmanovitch–Frank model reported by Vargas et al. [25] were
deemed necessary to improve the agreement with measurements. Additionally, despite
its low ash content, the slagging and fouling propensities of PC are high [28]. Therefore,
flue gas temperature control may prove to be a cost-effective measure to mitigate this.
While circulating fluidized bed (CFB) systems are more common for PC combustion than
entrained flow systems, the insights regarding the role of PKE in slagging obtained from this
study may assist in developing models for agglomeration for incorporation in dense-phase
multiphase modeling frameworks since low temperatures and low fluidization velocities
have been observed to alleviate these issues [29,30].

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Estimation of the Fly Ash PSD

In order to predict the ash deposition rate accurately, the fly ash PSD needs to be
modeled or estimated accurately. This is because the particle Stokes number (Stk) of the fly
ash particles near the probe determines the particle impaction rates and efficiencies:

Stk =
ρPd2

PuP

9µgdc
(1)

where dP is the particle diameter, ρp is the particle density (fixed at 2500 kg/m3), up is the
average particle velocity near the probe (m/s), µg is the gas viscosity (kg·m−1s−1), and dc is
the probe diameter of 0.06 m. Different correlations for the impaction efficiencies (ηimpaction)
as a function of Stk have been reported in the literature [15]. The ηimpaction varies sharply
in the range of 0.1 < Stk < 10 which corresponds (approximately) to 10 µm < dP < 200 µm
for the conditions explored in this study. However, since measurements of the PSD of the
coarse fly ash particles (dP > 10 µm) were not available, they were estimated as follows.
First, complete burnout of PC particles before the fly-ash reached the probe was ascertained.

Figure 1 shows regions of carbon burnout in the two simulation scenarios. Our
simulations showed that complete char burnout had been achieved at the outlet of the
ignition zone and well before reaching the deposit probe. The absence of unburnt carbon
on the deposit probe provided a preliminary assessment regarding the adequacy of the
combustion models employed in the simulations. The early onset of carbon burnout in the
OXY70 scenarios (Figure 1) is due to their higher thermal and mass diffusion (higher O2
concentrations) in the combustion processes.

The PSD of the parent fuel is shown by the bold line (on the secondary x-axis) in
Figure 2. Next, the PSD of the fly ash approaching the deposit probe needed to be repre-
sented accurately. By default, ANSYS FLUENT assumes a shrinking core methodology for
the heterogeneous char oxidation. This option results in identical PSDs between the fly
ash and the parent fuel combustions while varying the particle density to compensate for
mass losses during the combustion process. In contrast to this, we adopted a “shrinking
sphere” approach to model the char burnout where the fly ash PSD evolved based on a
fixed particle density which was set at 2500 kg/m3 using a user-defined function. The
final fly ash PSD upon complete burnout is therefore dependent on the ash content of the
parent fuel (cf. Table 12) and was estimated as shown by dotted lines (primary x-axis)
in Figure 2. Naturally, the fly ash PSD estimated in this manner assumes an absence of
size-altering physio-chemical processes like agglomeration. In order to assess the sensi-
tivity of the ash deposition rate predictions to the modeled fly ash PSD, gas temperature,
particle density, model for µP, and the compositions employed in the µP calculations (par-
ent fuel ash, deposit ash, V2O5 as glass former/modifier) in an expedient manner and
without the influence of other flow variables such as velocity and gas temperature in a
fully coupled combustion simulation, decoupled calculations were carried out as follows:
Fly ash particles with a modeled PSD were injected as inert particles, with the inlet con-
ditions based on the spatial-dependent profiles of important flow field variables from the
combustion simulation. These include gas velocities, temperature, and other transport
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properties. The validity of such a decoupled simulation approach has been demonstrated
by us previously [19,20,24]. The key boundary conditions associated with the deposition
rate calculations are summarized in Table 3.

Figure 1. Regions of carbon burnout. (a) PC-AIR; (b) PC-OXY70. The ignition zone (wide section)
shows complete carbon burnout before reaching the probe (indicated by arrow).

Table 3. Key boundary conditions associated with the deposition rate calculations.

Units AIR OXY70

Solid fuel rate kg/s 3.778 × 10−4

Ash % % 2.99
Ash flow rate kg/s 1.13 × 10−5

Ash particle density kg/m3 2500 2500
Flue gas density kg/m3 0.3 0.3

Flue gas viscosity Pa-s 1.6 × 10−5 1.4 × 10−5

Flue gas velocity m/s 1.0 0.4
Flue gas temperature K 1250 1400
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Figure 2. The measured parent fuel PSD [12] (on secondary axis: upward facing arrow from the bold
line) and the modeled fly ash PSD (primary axis: downward facing arrow from the dots and dotted
line) using the shrinking sphere methodology assuming no agglomeration.

In addition to the fly ash PSD, temperature and velocities are the primary variables in
Table 3 influencing the deposition rate predictions. While a highly resolved boundary layer
grid enabled us to represent the velocity near the deposit surface accurately, the fidelities
in gas temperature were ascertained by comparing the simulation predictions with the
experimental measurements. The measured and predicted axial gas temperature profiles in
the AIR and OXY70 scenarios with the probe location indicated by an arrow are shown in
Figure 3. Good agreement between the prediction and measurements from Wang et al. [12]
is shown for both cases, which further indicates the adequacy of the combustion simulations
and that of the variables reported in Table 3. The peak flame temperatures occur around
Port 2, corresponding to the second data point. In the OXY70 scenarios, the peak gas
temperature (1701 K) was much higher than in AIR (1324 K). However, at the vicinity of
the deposit probe (Port 6 as indicated by the arrows), the temperatures for both combustion
conditions fall within 1250–1300 K as a result of increased heat loss in the OXY70 scenario
due to higher temperatures and higher concentrations of radiatively participating gases.
In the decoupled deposition rate calculations, adiabatic walls were assumed with the
inlet gas temperatures set at values close to the experimental measurements to ensure
that the velocity and temperature fields near the deposit surface closely represented the
experimental conditions.

2.2. Ash Deposition Rates (without Agglomeration)

The fly ash impaction rates based on the modeled fly ash PSD shown in Figure 2 are
reported in Table 4.
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Figure 3. Centerline temperature profiles along the axial length of the combustion (probe location is
indicated by arrow): (a) AIR; (b) OXY70 [12].

Table 4. Impaction rates (g/m2-h) when modeling the fly ash PSD based on the shrinking sphere
methodology and assuming no agglomeration (cf. Figure 2).

Units:
g/m2-h Measured Deposition Rates [12] Predicted Impaction Rates

(Fly Ash PSD–No Agglomeration)

Petcoke
AIR 33 43

Petcoke
OXY70 156 48
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While the predicted impaction rates in Table 4 are greater than the measured deposition
rates for the Petcoke–AIR combustion scenario, the impaction rates for the Petcoke–OXY70
conditions are significantly lower than the measured deposition rates. This indicates that ir-
respective of the capture methodology employed, the fly ash PSD for the OXY70 conditions
cannot be represented simply based on the shrinking sphere methodology and assuming
no fly ash agglomeration as shown in Figure 2. OXY70 conditions are characterized by
higher temperatures and longer residence times that promote ash agglomeration and the
shifting of the fly ash PSD to coarser (larger) particle sizes as observed with other fuels in
this combustor [21].

The predicted deposition rates and percentage capture (computed as the ratio of
deposition rate to impaction rate) employing the PKE-critical-viscosity-based capture
criterion and different models for µP are reported in Table 5.

Table 5. Deposition rates (g/m2-h) employing the PKE-critical-viscosity capture criterion
(Equations (2) and (3)) when modeling the fly ash PSD based on the shrinking sphere methodol-
ogy and assuming no agglomeration (cf. Figure 2).

Units:
g/m2-h

Measured
Deposition
Rates [12]

Predicted Deposition Rates
[Fly Ash PSD–No Agglomeration]

(Percentage Capture)

Viscosity
Model

[Composition]

Urbain
(V2O5–Glass

Former)
[Parent Fuel]

Urbain
(V2O5–Glass

Former)
[Fly Ash]

Urbain
(V2O5–Glass

Modifier)
[Parent Fuel]

Urbain
(V2O5–Glass

Modifier)
[Fly Ash]

Senior and
Srinivasachar
[Parent Fuel]

Senior and
Srinivasachar

[Fly Ash]

Petcoke
AIR 33 43

(100)
43

(100)
43

(100)
43

(100)
4

(9)
43

(100)
Petcoke
OXY70 156 48

(100)
48

(100)
48

(100)
48

(100)
9

(19)
48

(100)

It is interesting to see in Table 5 that despite the wide variations in µP predictions
among the different viscosity models (cf. Figure 4a), most of the models when employed
with the PKE–µP (cf. Equations (2) and (3)) predict a 100% capture rate for this temper-
ature range. Furthermore, the deposition rate predictions for the Petcoke-AIR scenario
(43 g/m2-h) are seen to agree well with the measured deposition rates (33 g/m2-h). A
notable exception is observed for the deposition rate predictions based on the Senior and
Srinivasachar µP model [22] where the parent ash compositions were employed to estimate
µP, where significantly lower deposition rates were obtained. This is attributed to the
significantly higher µP predictions based on the parent fuel ash compositions as shown in
Figure 4a. These results indicate that it is important to take into account the Fe transforma-
tion and enrichment in the fly ash (and not simply use the ash composition of the parent
fuel when attempting to estimate the deposition rates in PC combustion).

While the deposition criteria for ash originating from coal and biomass combustion
have been reviewed extensively [15,16], modeling frameworks for PC fly ash deposition
is currently lacking. While Table 5 shows that a PKE-critical-viscosity capture criterion
(Equations (2) and (3)) may be promising as long as information regarding the fly ash
PSD is available near the deposit surface, we also explored a Weber-number-based capture
criterion in this study. The Weber number (cf. Equation (12)) represents the ratio of PKE
to surface tension. As a simple capture model, a critical Weber number (Wecr) is defined,
and particles that have a particle We number below Wecr are assumed to be captured.
Values of Wecr generally employed in these types of calculations are generally of the order
of unity [15,31], indicating a threshold where surface tension effects start to exceed PKE.
Table 6 shows the predicted deposition rates when employing different Wecr (0.1 and 1.0)
for particle capture. In other words, the impacting particles are captured if their We is less
than 0.1 and 1.0, respectively.
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Figure 4. (a) PC fly ash viscosity predictions employing different models: Senior and Srini-
vasachar [22] (Equation (4)) and Urbain et al. [23] (Equation (7)); measured ash compositions (deposit
ash, parent fuel); V2O5 as glass former (GF) or glass modifier (GM) in the Urbain et al. [23] model;
(b) The particle capture criterion (Equations (2) and (3)) represented as a function of particle viscosity
(µP) and particle kinetic energy (PKE).
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Table 6. Deposition rates (g/m2-h) employing a critical Weber (Wecr)-number-based capture criterion
when modeling the fly ash PSD based on the shrinking sphere methodology and assuming no
agglomeration (cf. Figure 2).

Units:
g/m2-h

Measured
Deposition Rates [12]

Predicted Deposition Rates
[Fly Ash PSD–No Agglomeration]

(Percentage Capture)

Deposition Criterion Wecr= 0.1 Wecr= 1.0

Petcoke
AIR 33 9

(21)
43

(100)
Petcoke
OXY70 156 10

(20)
48

(100)

First, the sharp increase in the deposition rate predictions between Wecr = 0.1 and
Wecr = 1.0 indicates the challenge of employing a single ad hoc Wecr to make predictions.
Table 6 indicates that a significant portion (~80%) of the impacting fly ash particles have a
particle Weber number in the range of 0.1 < We < 1.0 and 100% of the impacting particles
have a We < 1.0. Again, the close agreement between the measured and predicted deposition
rates for the Petcoke-AIR scenario shown in Tables 5 and 6 indicate that the fly ash PSD in
this scenario may be modeled based on the shrinking sphere methodology and assuming no
agglomeration (cf. Figure 2). Second, at the temperature and velocity conditions associated
with this scenario, very likely all of the impacting particles are captured due to the Fe-rich
sticky ash.

2.3. Ash Deposition Rates (with Agglomeration in the OXY70 Scenario)

In order to model the agglomeration process resulting from the higher temperatures
and longer residence times associated with the OXY70 scenario, the fly ash PSD in Figure 2
was shifted to a coarser particle range in an ad hoc manner to match the measured deposi-
tion rates. This was deemed necessary since the fly ash PSD in the size range (dP > 10 µm)
that is of importance to the outer ash deposition rates was not measured or reported in the
experiments [12]. Figure 5 reflects the shift in the fly ash PSD to the coarser range under
the agglomeration assumption in the OXY70 scenario. A three-fold increase in the mass-
weighted average diameter of the fly ash as a result of agglomeration is seen from 29 µm to
87 µm. It is worth pointing out that this increase is in line with the measurements of the fly
ash PSD made in AIR and OXY70 combustion scenarios investigated in this combustor for
coal fly ash that has been reported in Wu et al. [21]. When the measured fly ash PSD was
then fit into a Rosin-Rammler functional form, the average diameter was seen to increase
nearly three-fold from 20 µm to 55 µm between the AIR and OXY70 scenarios [19].

The impaction and deposition rate calculations associated with the PC–OXY70 scenario
reported in Tables 4–6 were repeated with the new fly ash PSD (with agglomeration in
Figure 5) and are reported in Tables 7–9.

Table 7. Impaction rates (g/m2-h) when modeling the fly ash PSD assuming agglomeration (cf.
Figure 5).

Units:
g/m2-h Measured Deposition Rates [12] Predicted Impaction Rates

(Fly Ash PSD–Agglomeration)

Petcoke
OXY70 156 158
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Figure 5. The modeled fly ash PSD using the shrinking sphere methodology and no agglomeration
(associated with PC–AIR) and agglomeration (associated with PC–OXY70).

Table 8. Deposition rates (g/m2-h) employing the PKE-critical-viscosity capture criterion
(Equations (2) and (3)) when modeling the fly ash PSD assuming agglomeration (cf. Figure 5).

Units:
g/m2-h

Measured
Deposition
Rates [12]

Predicted Deposition Rates
[Fly Ash PSD–Agglomeration]

(Percentage Capture)

Viscosity
Model

[Composition]

Urbain
(V2O5–Glass

Former)
[Parent Fuel]

Urbain
(V2O5–Glass

Former)
[Fly Ash]

Urbain
(V2O5–Glass

Modifier)
[Parent Fuel]

Urbain
(V2O5–Glass

Modifier)
[Fly Ash]

Senior and
Srinivasachar
[Parent Fuel]

Senior and
Srinivasachar

[Fly Ash]

Petcoke
OXY70 156 158

(100)
158

(100)
158

(100)
158

(100)
0

(0)
158

(100)

Table 9. Deposition rates (g/m2-h) employing a critical Weber (Wecr)-number-based capture criterion
when modeling the fly ash PSD assuming agglomeration (cf. Figure 5).

Units:
g/m2-h

Measured Deposition
Rates [12]

Predicted Deposition Rates
(Fly Ash PSD–Agglomeration)

(Percentage Capture)

Deposition
Criterion Wecr = 0.1 Wecr = 1.0 Wecr = 10.0

Petcoke
OXY70 156 6

(4)
82

(52)
158

(100)
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The shift in the fly ash PSD to coarser particles brings the impaction rates for the
Petcoke-OXY70 conditions significantly closer to the measured deposition rates.

While coarser particles increase the PKE of the particles, the percentage capture in
Table 8 and the insensitivity of the deposition rate predictions to the model for µP are
similar to the trends reported in Table 5 for the Petcoke–AIR scenario. In other words, most
of the models when employed with the PKE–µP (cf. Equations (2) and (3)) predict a 100%
capture rate for this temperature range. Furthermore, the deposition rate predictions for the
Petcoke–OXY70 scenario (158 g/m2-h) are seen to agree well with the measured deposition
rates (156 g/m2-h). A notable exception is observed for the deposition rate predictions
based on the Senior and Srinivasachar µP model [22] where the parent ash compositions
were employed to estimate µP, where significantly lower deposition rates were obtained.
Again, this is attributed to the significantly higher µP predictions based on the parent fuel
ash compositions as shown in Figure 4a.

Table 9 shows the predicted deposition rates when employing different Wecr (0.1, 1.0,
and 10.0, respectively) for particle capture. In other words, the impacting particles are
captured if their We is less than 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0, respectively.

In contrast to the results reported in Table 6 where 100% of the impacting particles
were found to have a We < 1.0, Table 9 shows that only 52% of the impacting particles at
this coarse PSD have a We < 1.0 and the remaining 48% of the impacting fly ash particles
have a particle Weber number in the range of 1.0 < We < 10.0. This is an interesting result
considering that while the average particle diameters (cf. Equation (12)) saw a three-fold
increase, the particle velocity in the OXY70 scenario generally decreased nearly three-fold
in the OXY70 scenario (cf. Tables 3 and 13), thereby offsetting the effects of the diameter
increase. While the surface tension (cf. Equation (11)) also decreases with an increase in
temperature in the OXY70 scenario, its effect on the particle We is assumed to be minor.
In a similar vein, the PKE in OXY70 scenarios have also been predicted to shift to higher
values in comparison to combustion in AIR (despite lower gas velocities) as observed in
previous studies [20]. The results in Table 9 therefore highlight that the particle We number
distribution cannot be ascertained simply based on the fly ash PSD and average velocity
alone using a plug flow assumption and that the flow field near the complex deposit probe
geometry needs to be resolved accurately using 3D simulations to more accurately account
for size segregation of the different sized fly ash particles that play a role in determining
particle impaction [19,32].

Given that the deposition rates were in reasonable agreement with the experimental
measurements in the AIR (cf. Table 5) and OXY70 scenarios (cf. Table 8), the mass per-
centages of the deposit ash across different sizes are shown in Figure 6 along with the
mass-weighted average diameter of the deposits. The value of Figure 6 lies in the fact that
in the absence of PSD measurements of the coarse fly ash particles (given that isokinetic
sampling of the fly ash at these low velocities, cf. Table 3 can be challenging [33]), the
fly ash PSD may be inferred based on the deposit PSD measurements when employed in
conjunction with a suitable capture criterion as demonstrated in [32].

2.4. Sensitivity Analyses

The robustness of the PKE-critical-viscosity-based capture criterion in conjunction
with fly ash PSD for predicting the deposition rate in Petcoke combustion scenarios was
investigated by examining the deposition rate prediction variations as a function of gas
temperature and fly ash density, respectively (given their important role in determining
µp and PKE, respectively). The gas temperatures were varied by ±50 K and ±100 K,
respectively, from their values reported in Table 3 for AIR and OXY70. Tables 5 and 8
show that the deposition rate predictions when employing the PKE-critical-viscosity-based
capture criterion were relatively insensitive to how the role played by V2O5 was being
modeled when determining the viscosity (i.e., as a glass formed or glass modifier). In addi-
tion, based on the results in Tables 6 and 9, temperature sensitivities to employing critical
Weber numbers (Wecr) of 1.0 and 10.0 were explored. Tables 10 and 11 show the effect of
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gas temperatures on the predicted ash deposition in the AIR and OXY70 scenarios. The
observed insensitivity of the deposition rates to temperature therefore provides credence to
the fact that a PKE–µP-based capture model where the viscosity is computed employing the
Urbain et al. [23] formulation may be employed to predict the deposition rates in Petcoke
combustion scenarios as long as the fly ash PSD is adequately represented.

Figure 6. Deposit particle size distribution when the deposition rates are matched with the experi-
mental measurements: no agglomeration in fly ash (AIR) and agglomeration in fly ash (OXY70).

Table 10. Sensitivity of the deposition rates (g/m2-h) to gas temperature in Petcoke–AIR.

Petcoke–AIR (Fly Ash PSD–No Agglomeration)
Measured Deposition Rate: 33 g/m2-h

Deposition Criterion Wecr = 1.0
Urbain

(V2O5–Glass Modifier)
[Fly Ash]

Gas temperature (K) 1200 1250 1300 1200 1250 1300
Predicted deposition

rate (g/m2-h) 43 43 43 43 43 43

Table 11. Sensitivity of the deposition rates (g/m2-h) to gas temperature in Petcoke–OXY70.

Petcoke–OXY70 (Fly Ash PSD–Agglomeration)
Measured Deposition Rate: 156 g/m2-h

Deposition Criterion Wecr = 10.0
Urbain

(V2O5–Glass Modifier)
[Fly Ash]

Gas temperature (K) 1300 1350 1400 1300 1400 1500
Predicted deposition

rate (g/m2-h) 158 158 159 158 158 159
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Simulation of PC Combustion

The measurements by Wang et al. [12] were conducted in the downflow laboratory
combustor (oxyfuel combustor or OFC) at the University of Utah. The 3D geometrical
representation of the combustor is shown in Figure 7a. The geometry was meshed with
1.1 million cells after ensuring the grid convergence of the temperature and velocity fields at
this level of refinement. In addition, the boundary layer mesh size criterion recommended
by Weber et al. [14] was employed to ensure adequate resolution of the boundary layer near
the probe to model particle impaction accurately. The size (∆) of the numerical cells adjacent
to the cylindrical probe of diameter D was set within the constraint ∆ ≤ 0.3240D/4

√
Re.

All the simulations were carried out in ANSYS FLUENT v 21 [34]. A two-step mechanism
where CO is first produced during devolatilization followed by its oxidation to CO2 during
the second reaction was employed to simulate the homogeneous gaseous combustion
reactions. The combustion of solid fuel and the ash deposition simulations were carried out
using the Lagrangian Tracking Discrete Phase modeling methodology that accounts for the
particle trajectory through various forces, including discrete phase inertia, hydrodynamics,
and the force of gravity.

Figure 7. Geometrical details of the downflow OFC combustor. (a) Domain for combustion simula-
tions; (b) Domain (radiation zone only) for the ash deposition simulations.

Table 12 provides the properties of PC based on the experimental conditions reported
by Wang et al. [12]. Table 13 summarizes the key experimental boundary conditions
employed in this study.
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Table 12. Characteristics of the petroleum coke (PC) employed in this study.

Proximate Analysis (wt. %) Ultimate Analysis
(wt. %, Dry Ash Free)

Petroleum coke

Fixed Carbon 86.26 C 82.51
Volatiles 10.18 H 6.02
Ash 2.99 N 1.71
Moisture 0.57 S 5.65
HHV (kJ/kg) 34.4 O 0.49

Table 13. Key boundary conditions employed in this study as per the experiments of Wang et al. [12].

Petcoke
AIR

Petcoke
OXY70

Petcoke mass flow rate (kg/h) 1.36 1.36
Natural gas mass flow rate (kg/h) (Tertiary burner) 1.36 1.36

Primary burner oxidizer mass flow rate (kg/h) 10.8 10.8

Primary burner species concentrations (mol %)

O2 21 21
N2 79 0

CO2 0 79
Secondary burner oxidizer mass flow rate (kg/h) 30.6 7.2

Secondary burner species concentrations (mol %)

O2 21 100
N2 79 0

CO2 0 0

The different physics-based models employed to simulate the turbulent combustion
process in this study are summarized in Table 14.

Table 14. A summary of the important physics-based models employed in this study.

Physics Being Modeled Modeling Option

Particle devolatilization (heterogeneous) Constant rate (50, 1/s)

Char oxidation (heterogeneous)
Shrinking sphere * (density fixed at

2500 kg/m3 and PSD varies depending on
mass consumption)

Volatile combustion (homogeneous)
(2-step reaction)

Step 1: C0.35H18.7O0.09N0.3824 + 4.80 O2 → 0.35
CO + 9.35 H2O + 0.1912 N2
Step 2: CO + 0.5 O2 → CO2

Finite rate/Eddy dissipation

Turbulence Realizable k-epsilon
Particle Drag law Morsi-Alexander

Model describing radiative transport Discrete Ordinates

Particle radiative property Particle-burnout-dependent absorption (Qabs)
and scattering efficiencies (Qscat) [35] *

Particle scattering phase function Anisotropic (forward scattering)
Gas-phase radiative property non-gray weighted sum of gray gases [36] *

Ash capture/Deposition
Particle Kinetic Energy-critical-viscosity-based
criterion [19] *, Weber-number-based capture

criterion [37] *
* These models were implemented as user-defined functions or add-on modules.
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3.2. Particle Capture Criterion
3.2.1. PKE-Critical-Viscosity-Based Ash Capture Criterion

Here, the capture probability (Pstick) was set equal to one if the particle viscosity (µP)
is less than or equal to a critical viscosity (µP,critical

)
:

Pstick = 1 if µP ≤ µP,critical (2)

Otherwise Pstick is zero. The critical viscosity (µP,critical
)

was determined based on the
particle kinetic energy (PKE) of the impacting particle as [15]:

µP,critical =
5 × 10−12

PKE1.78 (3)

The capture criterion of Equations (2) and (3) delineating the sticking and bounce-off
regions is shown in Figure 4b. Therefore, the PKE and µp together determine whether the
impacting particle is captured or bounces off. Two model formulations were employed to
estimate the particle viscosity (µP).

Senior and Srinivasachar Particle Viscosity Model [22]

The particle viscosity model proposed by Senior and Srinivasachar [22] has been
shown to be accurate in the low-fouling region corresponding to the temperature range
of 1200–1400 K of interest in this study and has been successfully employed to make
deposition rate predictions in biomass [20], lignite [24], and bituminous coals [19]. However,
its validity in PC fly ash scenarios has not been explored. A power law expression is used
to model the particle viscosity (µP) as a function of temperature as:

µP = ATpexp
(

1000B
Tp

)
(4)

where TP is the particle temperature, and the constants “A” and “B” are computed based
on the composition of the fly ash. First, “B” is calculated from the mass fractions of different
metal oxide (MxOy) constituents of the ash as:

B = f
(
MxOy

)
(5)

The model constant “A” is a function of the constant B above and NBO/T:

A = f
(

B,
NBO

T

)
(6)

where NBO/T is the ratio of non-bridging oxygen atoms (NBO) to the tetrahedral oxygen
atoms in the glassy silica network of the ash. NBO/T was determined as a function of
metal oxide (MxOy) compositions. The Senior and Srinivasachar model [22] requires the
calculations of the two sets of constants, A and B, corresponding to the high- and low-
temperature values for each set of constants, which are then used to compute high and
low viscosities correspondingly (cf. Equation (4)). The maximum value of the two at each
temperature is then assigned to µP.

Urbain et al. [23] Particle Viscosity Model

A possible shortcoming of the Senior and Srinivasachar model [22] in the context of
PC fly ash is that their model does not account for V2O5 and NiO that may be significantly
enriched in the PC fly ash [8]. Therefore, the model proposed by Urbain et al. [23] was
employed for comparison, where the individual metal oxides in the fly ash were categorized
into three groups: glass formers (g), glass modifiers (m), and amphoterics (a). This grouping
step enabled us to include the effect of vanadium oxide and nickel oxide on the particle
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viscosity. The power law expression for the Urbain et al. [23] particle viscosity model is
written as:

µP = aTPexp
(

1000b
TP

)
(7)

where TP is the particle temperature. The constant “b” is a function of the constant “ω”
and the molar fraction of SiO2:

b = f
(
ω, xSiO2

)
(8)

The parameter ω is calculated as:

ω =
xm

xm + xa
(9)

where xm and xa are the total molar fraction of all glass modifiers and all amphoterics,
respectively. Since vanadium oxide can act as a glass modifier as well as a glass former
depending on its concentration, two separate viscosity relationships were developed fol-
lowing the procedures above. Finally, the constant “a” in Equation (7) is then estimated
from “b” based on a function form:

a = f(b) (10)

In addition, both the parent fuel ash and deposit ash compositions measured and
reported in Wang et al. [12] were employed to compute µP. Since the deposit ash was
significantly enriched in Fe in comparison to its content in the parent fuel ash, the in-
crease in sticking propensities resulting from this enrichment could then be assessed by
carrying out the simulations using identical viscosity model formulations but different fly
ash compositions (i.e., assigning them the measured parent fuel ash compositions or the
measured deposit ash compositions). Figure 4b shows PC fly ash viscosity predictions em-
ploying different models: Senior and Srinivasachar [22] (Equation (4)) and Urbain et al. [23]
(Equation (7)); measured ash compositions (deposit-ash, parent fuel); V2O5 as Glass Former
(GF) or Glass Modifier (GM) in the Urbain et al. [23] model across a temperature range
from 1200 K to 1700 K.

First, using the deposit ash compositions (which are significantly enriched in Fe and
therefore sticky [18]) to predict µP results in significantly lower µP values (bold lines) in
comparison to the corresponding µP predictions based on the parent fuel ash compositions.
The impact of the ash compositions is more pronounced (up to six orders of magnitude)
when employing the Senior and Srinivasachar particle viscosity model [22] in comparison to
the Urbain et al. [23] model (approximately three orders of magnitude). The NBO/T values
(cf. Equation (6)) computed based on the parent fuel ash and deposit ash compositions and
employed in the Senior and Srinivasachar particle viscosity model [22] were significantly
different (−0.19 and −0.93, respectively) causing significant differences in their viscosities.
Comparing the two viscosity models at a fixed composition, the predictions by using the
Senior and Srinivasachar model [22] are generally much higher than the corresponding
predictions by using the Urbain et al. [23] model. Regarding the use of V2O5 in the silica
network, either as a glass former (GF) or a glass modifier (GF) in conjunction with the
Urbain et al. [23] model, we find that the viscosity predictions in the temperature range of
interest differ by less than an order of magnitude. In conclusion, Figure 4b suggests that
both fly ash composition and the viscosity model can potentially impact particle capture
significantly with higher capture/deposition rates anticipated when the composition of the
impacting fly ash is based on the deposit ash composition, and the Urbain et al. [23] model
is employed to model µP.

3.2.2. Weber-Number-Based Ash Capture Criterion

While the PKE-critical-viscosity-based capture criterion has generally been employed
with coal and biomass ashes [15,19,20,24], its validity in modeling PC ash deposition rates
has not been established. In addition, due to the widespread variation in µP employing
different viscosity models as shown in Figure 4a, a second Weber-number-based capture
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criterion was also explored in this study. First, the surface tension (σ) of the fly ash was
calculated based on its composition as [38]:

σ = ∑i
1

(
σixi − 0.15 ×

(
Tp − 1733

))
× 0.001 (11)

where σi is the particle molar surface tension of ash constituents provided by Mills and
Rhines [38] and xi is the molar fraction of the ash component. The particle Weber number
of the impacting particle was then calculated as:

We =
ρPdPu2

P
σ

(12)

where ρP, dP, and uP represent the particle density, particle diameter, and particle velocity,
respectively. Three separate sets of Weber-number-based criteria, namely We < 0.1, 1.0, and
10, were employed for both AIR and OXY70. The particle was captured and removed with
no further Lagrangian tracking calculation when the assigned We criterion was met. Since
the focus of this paper was on obtaining a mechanistic understanding of the deposition
rates during PC combustion through an investigation of different capture methodologies,
the fly ash PSD in the size range of 10 µm < dP < 150 µm was modeled as 8 discrete diameter
bins to closely represent the “predicted” fly ash distribution based on the shrinking sphere
methodology. The diameters and mass fractions assigned to each bin are shown as dots in
Figure 2.

4. Conclusions

Co-firing petroleum coke (PC) with natural gas in oxygen-enriched atmospheres
(up to 70 mol % in oxidizer), representative of second-generation, atmospheric pressure
oxy-combustion units, presents a promising option for energy production. The high temper-
atures resulting during this process may help alleviate the low volatility and flammability,
as well as loss of ignition shortcomings that have plagued its utilization as a standalone
fuel. However, this transition is currently hindered by our lack of understanding of the
factors influencing the slagging propensity of PC fly ash. To fill this void, a Computational
Fluid Dynamic (CFD) study was carried out to match the measured outer ash deposition
rates associated with the combustion of PC in AIR and O2/CO2 (70/30 vol%, OXY70)
atmospheres. Since fly ash PSD near the deposit surface (that is crucial for estimating the
deposition rates) was not measured, it was estimated from the parent fuel PSD and its ash
content assuming a “shrinking sphere” assumption and a final ash density of 2500 kg/m3.
This was hypothesized based on the high fixed carbon content and non-porous nature of
the parent fuel. This estimated fly ash PSD was employed in conjunction with particle
kinetic energy (PKE), particle viscosity (µP) (PKE–µP), and a Weber-number-based capture
criterion to predict the inertial ash deposition rates. Based on the results, the following
conclusion can be drawn:

1. The predicted gas temperatures near the deposit probe were in reasonable agreement
with the measurements for both combustion conditions. In addition, the velocity field
surrounding the probe was adequately resolved using a fine boundary layer mesh
as per the criterion recommended for predicting particle impaction accurately [14].
Simulations showed complete carbon burnout before reaching the probe, concurring
with carbon-free deposits obtained from the experiments. Therefore, the adequacy of
the combustion models employed in the simulations was established.

2. In order to assess the robustness of our predictions and conclusions regarding
the use of the PKE–µP capture criterion, deposition rate prediction sensitivities to
the particle viscosity (µP) model were assessed using two commonly used model
formulations: the Senior and Srinivasachar [22] and the Urbain et al. [23] models. In
addition, both parent fuel ash composition and the deposit ash compositions were
employed to estimate µP in view of the fact that the ash deposits in the experiments
were found to be significantly enriched in Fe (which may promote stickiness). The
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deposition rate predictions were close to the measurements and were insensitive
to the µP model formulation employed as long as the deposit ash composition
was employed in the µP calculations (to account for the Fe enrichment). µP based
on the Senior and Srinivasachar [22] model which has previously been found to
be accurate in modeling the deposition rates from coal and biomass fly ash in
this temperature range (1200 K–1400 K) [19,20,24] underestimated the deposition
rates. This likely points to the fact that the fly ash composition for determining
µP is a more important factor for deposition rate prediction than the exact model
formulation for µP.

3. Since PC ash is also characterized by high concentrations of V2O5, which may either
play the role of a glass former (GF) or a glass modifier (GM), particle viscosities
(µP) were also individually estimated using V2O5 as a GF or GM when employed to
estimate the parameters in the Urbain et al. [23] model. In regard to the temperature
range of interest in this study, the µP predictions differed by less than an order of
magnitude depending on whether V2O5 was employed as a GF or GM and did not
impact the deposition rate predictions.

4. Employing a critical Weber number (Wecr) of unity as a capture criterion also resulted
in deposition rate predictions close to the measurements for the PC–AIR combustion
scenario. However, a critical Weber number (Wecr) of 10.0 with a modified fly ash PSD
was necessary to match the measurements for the PC–OXY70 scenario. Therefore, we
caution against using such a simplistic ad hoc Wecr criterion to match deposition rates
in one scenario and extend it to other scenarios since they cannot be universally and
generally applied in this manner. For instance, ~80% of the impacting fly ash particles
in the PC AIR scenario had a particle Weber number in the range of 0.1 < We < 1.0
which meant that a five-fold variation in deposition rate prediction is associated with
the narrow range of 0.1 < Wecr < 1.0.

5. The impaction rates in the PC-OXY70 scenario were significantly lower than the
measured deposition rates. This necessitated an ad hoc modification of the fly ash
PSD to a coarser range that may be attributed to agglomeration resulting from a longer
residence time and higher temperatures. The mass-weighted diameter increase in
the fly ash PSD in the OXY70 scenario (which was deemed necessary to match the
measured deposit rates) was found to be in line with the measured PSD shifts between
AIR and OXY70 fly ash observed in previous studies within this combustor [21].

6. Our deposition rate predictions were relatively insensitive to ±50 K and ±100 K
temperature variations in the PC-AIR and PC-OXY70 scenarios, respectively, thereby
establishing the robustness of our inferred PSD as well as the PKE–µP capture criterion.

7. The capture rates were close to 100% across the investigated scenarios resulting from
the sticky Fe-rich fly ash. Such high capture rates (>50%) are in line with previous
studies [19,20,32,33,39]. The study therefore highlights the importance of resolving
the impaction rates accurately through well-resolved fly ash PSD and velocity fields.
For the range of velocities encountered in this study (0.4 m/s–1.0 m/s), the fly ash
PSD in the size range of 10 µm to 150 µm needs to be resolved accurately. Naturally,
the fly ash PSD size range of importance may shift to finer size fractions at higher gas
velocities [24,39].
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Nomenclature

d Diameter, m
PKE Particle kinetic energy, J
Re Reynolds number
Stk Stokes Number
T Temperature, K
u Velocity, m/s
We Weber number
x Molar fraction
Greek Symbols
∆ Boundary layer cell height, m
γ Surface tension, N/m
η Efficiency
ρ Density, kg/m3

µ Viscosity, kg/m-s
Subscripts
cr Denotes critical
g Denotes gas
P Denotes particle
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